LobbysignLED
standing out

LobbysignLED
The LobbysignLED is at the forefront of visual communications,
giving maximum impact to your messages, notices and
important information. Its contemporary design and ease of
use are also essential qualities that make the LobbysignLED an
invaluable tool for businesses and organisations to communicate
and inform.

Powerful Communicator
The LobbysignLED is so eye-catching that it is impossible to
ignore, whether it is showing a single message or running
simple sequences of information. The “Portrait” style format of
the display, by its nature, draws people’s attention and makes
reading appealing to viewers.
The LED panel offers high luminosity and clear lettering, which
make it the perfect medium to communicate single or multiple
messages in a short time. The LobbysignLED is the focal point in
foyers, reception areas, lobbies and atriums.
Whether the LobbysignLED is standing in the reception of a
company, leisure centre, school, college, university, library,
hospital, surgery, council office, hotel, police headquarters,
station, conference or exhibition centre, it has no equal in
getting across the important information or message when it
really matters.

Unique Appearance
The LobbysignLED’s elegant and professional design, with its
powder painted neutral finish and non-reflective acrylic gives
the best first impression in both contemporary and traditional
locations. Your own corporate identity is also maximised by
applying a logo to the optional light box which is installed in the
top of the LobbysignLED.

Easy to Operate by All Staff
The hand-held infrared keyboard makes programming easy.
Pages can simply be selected from the memory and timed to
display individually, or scheduled by time and date to appear
exactly when they will have the most impact - in front of your
targeted audience. Maximum effect is achieved when the
people, to whom you need to communicate, receive information
relevant to them, thereby making our timing and scheduling
software an essential programming tool.

Technology and Service
The LobbysignLED requires no regular maintenance and is highly
durable and reliable thanks to the use of top grade components
and rigourous testing. Technological piece of mind is ensured
by Brackenbury’s professional back-up team, with its quick
response, expertise and unrivalled after-sales service.
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General Specifications
Height
Width
Depth
Weight
Character type
Character matrix
Character height
Viewing distance
Lines on display
Characters on display
LED options
Storage of text
Programmed text

1870mm
680mm
105mm (in the middle)
44kg including stand
Green LED (light emitting diode)
7x5
30mm
Up to 25 metres
8
160
Red, white or blue LEDs
Up to 100 pages of 8 lines
Pages selected, sequenced and timed
individually
Scheduling
Time and date
Operation
Infrared keyboard, PC RS232, Network
Logo (option)
Printed on film, stuck inside lightbox at
top of display
Power consumption 220v AC - 200w max / 110v AC 400w max
Specifications may change without notice.

